complex object, in terms of rays emanating from isolated "flash point,s". However, still there are some difficulties in applying this ray method close and at caustics. Furthermore. there is an inherent limitation, at least, from a conceptual point of view, due to the fact t,hat in several cases GTD is able to predict a non-vanishing field in rest,ricted angular regions. It should be noted. however? that this latter inconvenience, may be alleviated by introducing diffracted field contributions from rertices.
Within the framework of the original PTD pioneered by Ufimtsev Opt,ics (GO) field plus incremental diffraded fields. This method is applicable t,o any local shape, where a uniform. cylindrical, local canonical configuration with arbitrary cross-section is appropriate. Also, its formulat,ion is uniformly valid at any incidence and observation aspect,s. including caustic of the corresponding ray-field representation. In this paper, t,he electromagnetic scattering from some planar struct,ures is investigated. to demonstrate the validity of the ITD. First,, the scatt,ering from a disc illuminated by a scalar plane wave, is considered. Next.. the bist.at,ic echo area of a disc and a square plate are analyzed and compared
The GTD 1 eads to a very attractive picture of the scattering from a developed which provides a unified framework for descri r, ing high-frequency 0-7803-2009-3/94/$4.00 0 1994 IEEE. 610 with either the exact solution or other techniques. Finally. the diffracted field by a perfectly conducting circular disc which is illuminated by a short electric dipole is calculated by different methods and discussed.
XI. WEDGE SHAPED CONFIGURATION.
Let us consider first an edge discontinuity and its relevant infinite. local canonical wedge problem. Let us introduce at Q' a cylindrical coordinate system ( p . 4 . z ) with the z axis at the edge of the wedge. and a spherical (r, B, 4 ) coordinate system. with its origin at Q' (Fig. 1) . Also, let us denote by (/?',d') the local direction at Q' of an arbitrarily polarized incident plane wave. and by nx the exterior wedge angle.
The high-frequency incremental diffracted field contribution at any point P arising from Q' on the edge. is
where E ' is the electric field of the incident plane wave. and where b, = (-l)', b, = 1, 'Pl = (4-(-lid'), GJ[Ka] is the UTD transition function, and ai 2(9) is the same as a -'
Next. let 'us consider a finite surface with an edge. A first order approximation of the high-frequency scattered field may be obtained by resorting to the PO approximation. The PO integration process asymptotically contams information from both stationary phase contributions and end-point contributions at the SBL. These latter contributions are inaccurate because they do not contain the correct local information at the edge of the SBL. Thus. they should be taken out and replaced by proper incremental diffracted field contributions. An estimate of the above end-point contribution is deduced from a pertinent local canonical problems. which consists of a half-lit infinite (y=O) plane with an infinite straight SBL (2) locally tangent to the actual SBL at Q'. r( Q') at any point P from Q' on the edge. is
The high-frequency incremental end-point PO contribution
..
-jkr l?r(Q') = S'P"(Q').&(Q')
in which E ' is the electric field of the incident plane wave. and with (4)
where 9 ' = (4*6'). and 9 is the UTD transition function. Both the incremental fields in (1) and (4) are adiabatically distributed and then integrated along the actual SBL. In subtracting the latter contribution from that of the PO surface integration. a field is obtained which is referred to as a generalized GO field. This is expressed as Then, the total scattered field is represented as in which Ed is the generalized diffracted field
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS. Only the numerical example of the bist,atic echo area of a perfectly conducting 6Xx6X square plate is present.ed hereinaft,er. Further numerical results will be shown and discussed during the oral present,ation. Fig. 2b -e shows t,he four component of the scattering matrix for the direction of incidence and the range of observation which are depicted in Fig. 2a . [8] 
